2007 saturn vue ac problems

Avoid a trip to the mechanic by trying to troubleshoot air conditioning problems yourself in
your Saturn Vue. Air conditioning problems can often be quite simple to diagnose and even fix.
Start the engine and let it to run for a few minutes to allow the air to cool. Double check the
controls to make sure the correct buttons are selected. This may seem simplistic, but human
error could be to blame. Check for proper levels of coolant. The reservoir is located at the very
front of the vehicle in a white plastic jug. Remove the cap of the reservoir and shine a flashlight
into it. Look at the side of the container to make sure the level of coolant is between the full and
low lines. Listen for the blower motor next. When properly working the sound should increase
with increased air and decrease accordingly. The blower motor in a Saturn Vue is found by first
removing the passenger side insulator panel. Unplug the electrical connector, remove the four
screws and pull out the blower motor. Have a look at the control module if the temperature
controls on the dashboard are not working properly. Set the parking break and move the gear
shift to neutral. Starting at the front end pull the instrument bezel up. Unscrew and remove the
storage compartment. Disconnect the temperature cable, the blower switch and the electrical
connection. Unscrew the final screws and remove the control module. Replace a blown fuse if
the climate controls seem to work but have no effect on the air. The fuse box is located on the
passenger side of the instrument panel. Pry off the trim panel above the glove box to find the
fuse. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a
multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information.
To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below.
Step 1 Start the engine and let it to run for a few minutes to allow the air to cool. Step 2 Check
for proper levels of coolant. Step 3 Listen for the blower motor next. Step 4 Have a look at the
control module if the temperature controls on the dashboard are not working properly. Things
You'll Need Screwdriver Flashlight. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Key
every now and would get stuck in the ignition cylinder. Finally it just didnt come out. No money
to buy new key. Had to recover key and in attempting to do so the igntion cylinder was greatly
damaged. Now car starts but immediately shuts off while security light steady flashes. Its my
only form of transportation. It was cause now its just sitting there needing a whole ignition
cylinder and switch maybe. Takata recall first my ignition started sticking and then my battery
would not start my car now my car wont even turn on because the ignition is stuck on off the
key goes in but wont move. And on my remote when I unlock my doors my hot seat buttons
flicker and sometimers my air bags say there not on. Tl- the contact owns a Saturn Vue. The
contact stated she enters the key into the ignition, it failed to start the vehicle. The contact
stated she also heard an abnormal noise when driving on rough roads. The vehicle was taken to
independent mechanic, where it was unable to diagnosed the failure. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired as of yet. A dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer had not been
informed of failure. The failure mileage was , Tl the contact owns a Saturn Vue. While driving
various speeds, the vehicle stalled and lost power. The contact restarted the vehicle and it
functioned normally. After starting the vehicle, the check engine indicator illuminated. While
attempting to shift into drive, the gear failed to comply even though the gear indicator displayed
that the vehicle was in drive. The vehicle was taken to sears auto center where it was diagnosed
that there were electrical failures. The dealer and manufacturer were not notified of the failure.
The contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact was unable to turn the key while in the ignition past
the "on" position. The contact had difficulty removing the key from the ignition. After jiggling
the key and turning the steering wheel several times, the key was able to come out and had
difficulty being reinserted. The failure occurred anytime without warning. The vehicle was not
taken to an independent mechanic or kia dealer to be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 71, When the car starts the
steering locks up and makes the car difficult to drive. The brakes also grind and the
transmission makes noises. The electrical components malfunction and lights and sounds
flicker on and off. All of these things have been looked into by a mechanic and they cannot find
a solution as to why the electric malfunctioning and steering is locking up. My steering is hard
to turn when I start my car, then after messing with the lock and unlock button the steering
wheel releases. The lights on my dash start flashing it goes on and off. The fuses are fine it's
something else. There's no place to put power steering fluid? While driving the vehicle, the
power steering was lost making it extremely difficult to steer the vehicle as there was no
electronic assisted steering at that point. In addition, the digital components on the dashboard
speedometer, fuel gauge, etc. The power steering would go out intermittently while driving
making it very dangerous to operate the vehicle. Both the driver side and the passenger side air
bag warning indicators comes off and goes continuously. I wonder why there was a no recall as
so many complaints were placed already. We were passing a truck, then the throttle stuck and
the vehicle would not slow down , we finally got it in neutral and pulled over. This was very

scary. And now my electrical is all messed up. I am scared to drive it. I don"t have the money to
get it repaired. I now have to take the bus or bum a ride. Any chance I can get help from gm. I
really like the car. But feel it is to danger ous to drive. I am a 24 year old single mom. Hannah
grisedale. While merging onto a highway I lost all power. No engine, lights, etc. Almost got run
over. Opened hood and replaced the 30 amp ignition fuse and car started. Took to gm dealer
and they could not find a problem and original fuse was not blown either. Also hard to turn the
ignition key at times. Is this a recall? Upon a cold start, when the vehicle has rolled about ten
feet, forward or reverse, with no input on the accelerator, there is a whir from the engine
compartment, akin to a stepper motor noise, and the vehicle accelerates on its own. In reverse,
applying the brakes stops the car, and then selecting drive, the vehicle responds to the
accelerator correctly. The same thing happens in forward, but in most cases the accelerator is
engaged to move forward. The problem does not seem to occur when the car is warmed up and
being driven under normal use. In reviewing the shop manuals, there is an electronic throttle
control motor, which I assume is a stepper type motor, in the throttle body assembly. This is
controlled by the throttle actuator control tac and the power control module pcm. I assume that
the motor is failing, but have not experienced a reduced engine power mode or engine
shutdown mode event. I will approach my dealer and Saturn about possible coverage under
warranty, but have had difficulty with them in the past. I feel this is a safety issue, as it can
catch a driver unaware and create a possible accident scenario. The contact stated that when
attempting to turn the vehicle off, the ignition failed to turn completely into the off position. In
addition, the contact stated that the key could be removed from the ignition while in drive. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the ignition and the tumbler needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. My
air bag light has come on numerous times in the past year when my gas goes down below a half
tank. Steering becomes a bit more stiff when the light is on. It does eventually go out. When I
am in and out of the car several times throughout the day the light will all of a sudden come on.
My brakes act strangely when the light is on. I have had my brakes done so I know they are
okay. It worries me that the airbag just randomly comes on. The contact stated that upon
starting the vehicle that the air bag warning indicator light illuminated on the vehicle's
instrument panel. The contact stated that the failure occurs intermittently. The contact also
stated that the key could be pulled out of the ignition at anytime. The vehicle was taken to be
diagnosed and had not been repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure
mileage. The failure mileage was 89, I have two major complaints with the vehicle. The key can
be removed from the ignition while in the "on" position and is hard to start. Gm has claimed this
vehicle is not covered under the ignition recall the second complaint, the vehicle leaks fuel from
above the tank which seems to be typical to Saturn Vues. Having trouble with ignition. Key is
very hard to turn and can come out after car is started and while driving. This is a replacement
ignition put in by the dealer after the original ignition started doing the same thing a few years
back. While driving 55 mph, the accelerator pedal was depressed but failed to respond. The
vehicle lost power. The vehicle was restarted and loss of engine power error message
displayed. In addition, the contact was unable to lock or unlock the doors. On another occasion,
the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle was restarted after disconnecting and
reconnecting the battery. The failure recurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to
an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that there was a communication failure, but
the technician was unable to determine what part needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failures. The failure mileage was 80, The VIN was
unavailable. I have had my Saturn Vue for just over 2 years. Last winter I noticed that sometimes
I have a hard time turning the key in the ignition. It has been going on now for about 10 months
or so. It was so bad today that it took me a half hour just to get the key turned so the car would
start! I know I am not the only one with this problem and feel like this should be fixed for
everyone! We purchased this vehicle thinking that we were going to have good luck with it as
expected when you purchase a vehicle. I have three kids, am in school full time right along with
them and do not have the time to try and start my car for a half hour. We live in the upper
midwest and our winters get downright brutal, there is no way to sit there for a half hour without
heat. I firmly believe that this particular item needs to be recalled. No, there may not be any
deaths yet, but there darn well could be with that kind of failure. For a couple of days now my
radio will change channels on its on. The dial will display crazy characters and I will have to put
it back on the original channel just to have it go back to the channel of its on choice. For years
now I have had wind noise on the driver side and the passenger bag light has come on at
different times and I had to stop my car sit in the seat to reset it. I initially thought it was just my
vehicle but after looking here I see its not just me. I have had to have my windshield wiper
system totally replaced and my ignition worked on at the dealership already one time and it is

now acting up again. My husband choose this car for safety reasons and gas mileage and I have
loved it for mileage and being able to pack a lot of luggage. He hates to travel in it due to the
wind noise. We had the dealership check it out and nothing could be found. I am hoping that a
recall will help us get something done with the wind noise and electrical problems. Please help
before it causes a fire or something. I do have a child. My key can be removed while the engine
is running. It does not matter if the car is moving or not. The key will fall out of ignition while
driving, also the door locks will fleaker off and on and the reading lights do not go off. Please
help me resolve this issue, I took my car in to be fixed one headlight was out and the fuel pump
they installed also the manifold and also the front rotary was all done. Please help me resolve
this issue because I do love my car. Thank you kathy martinez. The contact stated that the key
became stuck in the ignition and could not be removed. Contact also stated that the key would
not turn in the ignition. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic
testing and was advised that the cylinder was locking. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , My driver side window doesn't go down unless I
slam the door. The air bag light on the passenger side goes on when no one is in the passenger
seat. Sometimes the traction control light will stay on. The check engine light goes on and off at
strange times. The oil change light keeps going on when the oil has just been changed. The
contact stated that the key was able to be removed from the ignition while the engine was
running. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not contacted about
the failure. The failure mileage and VIN was not available. Car was parked in driveway and the
doors locked by themselves. Since then, we have heard the door locks cycle while the car is
parked. We also had the door locks cycle randomly as we are driving. You can take the key out
of the ignition while vehicle is in the run position. It's very easy to remove the key while in this
position. The contact stated the ignition key got stuck in the ignition. This failure had occurred
five time over a period of two months. The vehicle was taken to a dealer who stated the tbs
needed to be replaced. The vehicle has not been repaired. The approximate failure mileage was
81, First noticed my key would not fit into ignition and after many tries the alarm started beeping
and I was then able to insert the key. This has happened several times since. The biggest worry
has been that on one occasion I had turned off the engine, took the key out, stepped out of the
vehicle ready to walk away and realized the engine was still running. The dash board lights
periodically don't come on and the radio, although I can hear it, does not display the
information. Ignition key slips out of ignition in all positions. Date and mileage of start are
approximate. Additionally, ignition has subsequently become difficult to turn with key, making
the vehicle difficult to start. I was driving in my subdivision and the curtain air bags went off in
my Saturn Vue hybrid. I swerved and ran into a tree causing massive frontal damage and the
driver-side air bag to deploy. The car was a total loss per allstate. I have no idea what caused
the curtain air bags to go off but see on carcomplaints. Com there are many airbag issues. Very
mad and demand attention from gm since Saturn is defunct. Key can be removed from the
ignition when the ignition is not in the off position and while driving the car. When I was driving
the key fell from the ignition and the car was still running. I was able to put the key back in the
ignition. This has happened on several occasions and I can pull the key from the ignition while
the car is running. When I was driving I accidentally pulled my key from the ignition but the car
was still running and I was still driving. When I finally came to a stop and put the car in park. I
wanted to make sure this was a one off so I tried to pull the key from the ignition while the car
was running and it came right out. Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System
problem 2. Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem
5. Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8.
Electrical System problem 9. Electrical System problem Electrical System problems Ignition
Switch problems. Ignition problems. Battery problems. Wiring problems. Battery Cable
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery Dead problems. Starter problems. Underhood
Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New
posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search
profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter twicelow Start date Dec 27, Joined Aug 28, Messages 98 Points 8.
Vehicle: '07 Saturn Vue, V6 3. Problem: Several weeks onset of colder weather for So. There
also was a similar sound when the temp selection knob was turned. I verified the sound, it
sounded like something trying to engage. I think it must be an electric motor driven system vs.
It's not the moving a lever type that controls cables that move the directional blend doors.
Questions: 1. Am I right that it is a small motor driven system that works some kind of gear
lever system? How easy is it to get to it? It seems the click sound is right under the center of
the dash, right above the control panel and radio. There appears to be a separate piece apart

from the rest of the dash. I'm afraid to start prying without knowing where to pry and ending up
breaking some plastic part Anybody knows or has heard about problems in this area for the
Saturn Vue's? Joined Nov 14, Messages 4, Points 48 Age The calibration will take anywhere
between 10 to 30 seconds depending on battery voltage. The LEDs will quit flashing when the
calibration is complete. Cycle the ignition off then back on and verify proper operation. Thanks
kev2. I won't be able to get to it until this Thursday the 29th. Will let you know what happens.
Did some additional research. It appears that the plastic piece that is over the gear shift lever
pries up from the back. Then one has to disconnect the connectors to the cigarette
lighter,window control switches, Then supposedly there are two screws that attach the "bezel'?
Remove it and then you can get at the radio and the hvac control module. Hope I don't have to
do that. NickD wrench. Joined Aug 28, Messages 5, Points Hope this isn't like my 04 Cavalier
MVAC mode door problems, door was jammed, wife tried to force it and bent the cable, a rack
and pinion thingy to operate this door. It wasn't too bad, screws held in the upper dash panel,
removed that and the duct work to see where a piece of foam was attached to the mode door
with double sided sticky tape. Nothing wrong with that foam, it just fell off. First I tried weather
strip cement, that didn't hold either. Second time, since only the perimeter of that foam was
making contact, cut out and aluminum plate and held down that foam with real screw metal
screws. Replacing the cable wasn't as easy, actually could have dipped it in a solder pot with a
special flus to stiffen the end, okay for pulling, not very good a pushing. But for 12 bucks
replaced it with a new one, had to remove the front seat and console, and radio to get at it. See
on the Cruze, its all electric with push button controls, and now they have airbags in the front
seats, so those are no longer easy to remove. Just hope they figured out a better way to mount
that foam. Looked through the shop manual on this thing, line drawings are so poor can't tell
how its mounted. But hope they used screws instead of double sided sticky tape. Let me know
what you find. Pushing a button is a lot easier than turning a knob, but hope the price of that is
not a nightmare if you have problems with it. Joined Nov 16, Messages Points The clicking
sound is most likely a stripped actuator gear- means new actuator motor. Thanks guys. Kev2: I
tried to recalibrate, but didn't make any difference. I guess I forgot to mention that the system
works, i. I also noticed that when the fan is on the higher speed positions, the clicking almost
goes away. Maybe the force from the moving air helps to move the duct door thus decreasing
the force needed from the actuator motor. Anyway, I removed the shift console plastic piece and
disconnected the various window control, cigarette lighter The center dash piece that I thought
was separate, was actually part of the console bezel. The cosole bezel had the hvac module with
two connectors: one for the fan speed the other for the various modes: rcirc. After all that, I
could only see the center panel duct outlets. Couldn't see or access the actuators. Looks like I
might have to pull the dash. Does anybody know where those actuators are located? Brcidd:
you're probably right. Eventually the gears might get totally stripped where they wont engage at
all. Now the question is how do I get to them??? Not even sure how Helms is staying in
business, for the last ten years, my dealers quit buying shop manual, would let me sit down
someplace with a cup of coffee and even make some copies of the stuff I needed. Since then,
everything is on their computers, but do give me printouts. With my old company now in China,
did have access to all this stuff. No hope with a Saturn dealer, mine is all vacant with a huge for
sale sign on it. Could try alldata. See plenty of Haynes and Chilton manuals for sale, brings a
new meaning to that word, useless. One thing I am rapidly learning on these newer cars, don't
need any tools, everything snaps together. Sorry: not an easy to get picture with reference to
location, top is HVAC box lower is actuators, I strongly suggest this be done professionally, as
is forum policy whenever SRS is involved. A hail mary -reading description in your last post
maybe removing the blower motor - maybe? Reminded me of a practice had to adopt a long
time ago, with ACC, hit the off button, manual, preset all the controls, in both cases the blower
motor is off at night when you parked your vehicle. Next morning, don't touch anything until the
engine has warmed up, frost builds up on all those cheap plastic parts, jam, and that's when
they break. Had to train my wife to do that. Last night was a good example in Wisconsin, warm
moist air with an Arctic blast coming in, first rain, then icy rain, snow, plenty of moisture, then
damned cold freezing all those plastic parts with plenty of moisture. This is an ounce of
prevention to help eliminate these kind of problems. Frost also builds up on the blower motor
shaft jamming the motor. Either the blower motor resistor or the module blows, but never the
fuse. Heat in the engine compartment melts that stuff. Well, I decided to leave things alone since
it appears it's going to be a big pain in the butt to get at the actuators even to just look at them.
Told my daughter since it appears to be working fine, just keep an eye on it and let me know if
the clicking gets real bad or the the defr or other air flow modes quit working don't fix it if it ain't
broken. NickD: don't have to worry about frost or freezing here in sunny So. Like I said before,
the only time one needs the defrost more like defog mode is if one is out later at night in our

wintertime maybe deg and some humidity and the car was sitting outside for a few hours.
Finally got around to take a look at this. On another site I found a guy who said you can get to
the vent door actuator by removing the glove box. I thought I'd give it a try. After moving the
passenger seat back, and contorting like Houdini, I was able to remove the 3 screws that hold
the actuator in place and remove it. It was all by feel and room for only one hand, and not much
at that. The actuator was held together by 3 screws. Opening it up, I found a plastic gear train
driven by a worm gear on the small motor. The "aha" moment: I found one of the gears had a
missing broken tooth. It was the next to last mesh before the final gear on the drive shaft that
couples to the shaft that actually moves the vent door. The drive shaft has two tabs that limit
the travel to about 90 deg. I assume they correspond to the max travel of the vent door. There is
also what I think is a position indicating device potentiometer? Carefully marking the
relationship of the drive shaft it was against one stop and the position indicating gear to drive
shaft, I played around with position gear. There were no hard stops limits on it. My questions
mainly for my own edification are: 1 what caused the gear tooth to break? Was it driven against
one of the stops, before the position indicating device was able to stop the motor? Is there a
default position on the new actuator? It's pretty much impossible to rotate the output shaft to
match the door vent shaft. You're going against at least a gear train ratio guesstimate. Any
answers will be appreciated. Mobile Dan wrench. Recommend you use shaft from old actuator
or something of similar shape to check movement of vent door. If it's not broken or binding,
then move vent door to a position to match shaft position of new actuator. If the door is OK, all
other reasons for failure are within the actuator. You must log in or register to reply here. If I'm
sitting in idle it blows hot air. If I accelerate at RPM it blows cold. The other day I took it to a
mechanic and they tried charging the freon, but it wouldn't take as the low side was high and
they released some of the freon to get it down to 40 and it was the same thing on the high side
and got it down to Since they did that it won't even blow cold now at all. What could possibly be
causing this to happen? They tried putting freon in there but it wouldn't take and then
supposedly they ran a vacuum through there and refilled the freon but it isn't blowing cold. I
hear the clutch and the compressor running. Do you. It sounds like you have a air conditioer
compressor that is going out. When they go out the seal go bad which it sound like whats going
on. Here is a guide to help you get the problem fixed by giving you an idea of what needs to
happen. Was this answer. You guys nailed it. Found one on Amazon for Thought it might have
been a cabin filter but I dont seem to find one so I thought it might be the compressor or low on
freon. Could this be correct never noticed before and have had the car for nearly 2 years any
suggestions Was this answer. I would make sure the fan under the hood is working if it isnt you
will have the same symptoms if there isn't enough air going thru thecondensor the compressor
will cycle. It shouldn't stop blowing cold at idle. Also what is the battery voltage reading at idle
at your battery? Well wouldnt the engine be getting hot and see that on the water temp gauge if
the fan is not working. I will check that but was just wondering. I will check the battery voltage
also. What is it suppose to be about 14 volts? You will see 13 something volts or just above 14
volts. Also I have had customers complain about ac only works when driving and never
complained about a overheating concern. Here's a great example I was driving my nieces
Saturn ion and noticed the ac wasn't working driving in a parking lot as soon as I started driving
it was blowing cold. Found a bad cooling fan motor. Sometimes the first thing people notice is
hey my ac only works while driving. When the ac stops working at idle see if the radiator fan is
running? Also make sure there is plenty of air being pushed thru the radiator. You can see the
compressor engaging and disengaging okay. If I give it a little gas maybe rpm's it blows ice
cold. When I checked the low side pressure, the gauge read it to be where it needed to be. I took
it to a mechanic that I know and he evacuated the system and recharged it using his pricey
machine. Did not help one bit. Am I looking at getting a new compressor? Does not seem right
that a car that has not even cracked , would need one. Also, I saw something about an
"expansion valve" on another forum, but there is no explanation as to what that is or what it
does. Any help is appreciated. Hello, It does sound like the compressor is getting weak which is
how they act when they are going out. Here are a couple of guides that should help you get the
job done and explain how the system works. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Well it did
end up being the compressor. I had a mechanic evacuate and recharge the system, to no avail.
Then he tried replacing the expansion valve. After that we sunk the money into the new
compressor and now you could store meat in that car if you wanted to. Glad you could get it
fixed, that kind of problem can be tough. Radiator fan does not seem to be running as fast as it
used to on a hot day with the ac on. Car is not overheating. Ac cools fine at highway speeds.
When sitting at a light or in traffic, ac will be only cool, but when traveling down the highway it
gets cold. Sometimes sounds like the fan starts running faster, and the ac starts cooling good.
Could it be a sensor or relay, or maybe a radiator fan motor? The ac pressure and the engine

coolant temp will effect the fan speed without knowing those won't know what speed the fan
should be running? It immediately and dramatically cools when you idle the engine up over
about rpm's, only to immediately warm back up when you let off of the gas. I charged the
system by having someone idle it at rpm's which is what a GM tech said to do while I charged
the system. It got better, but not at idle speed. I have looked through ALLData and cannot seem
to locate anything that pointed to the problem. Any ideas? You will need to evacuate system
and vacuum all the moisture out first and then charge to correct level. Once it is properly
charged, monitor the gauge readings for any abnormalities. Low side should read around psi
while high should read around psi but those are estimates since it depends on temperature and
humidity where your at. If low side is high and goes low when you race the engine then that will
indicate the compressor is failing. If high pressure is too high then you could have a restricted
condenser or faulty condenser fan. Those are just some examples. So try and get the pressure
readings and post them on here to try and get an idea as to how the system is acting. And
maybe just evacuating and vacuuming system will correct your problem as well. I do not have a
gauge for the high side. Do they sell them at the parts store? Yes they do. Air Conditioning
problem Saturn Vue 6 cyl Front Wheel Drive Automatic miles My ac is cooling in my saturn
some but when the car isn't moving it really blows warm air. The air seems somewhat humid
coming out. When it's cooler outside it seems to work fine however add humidity and heat and
it's uncomfortable. Is your car running hot when it's not moving? Let me know. Not on the
gauges but the air when stopped isn't nearly as cool as when moving. I took it yesterday to
check the ac freon level and was told it was e vaced and re charge with the appropriate level of
freon and oil. He said the low pressure side is running high but the other side is fine. I was also
told that the compressor was tired and needed to be replaced and also the condensor. I was
quoted I have found parts on line much cheaper but not sure if I can find someone to install.
How in the world is it so tired when the car is only 6 years old and the ac is only used 3 months
out of the year? Any suggestions? I have replaced those compressor under warranty thing's fail
when they fail doesn't matter how many year's or mile's. I have replaced water pump's at mile's
so there's a example of that. So is the condensor leaking? That's why I usually replace those.
Please login or register to post a reply. Need to fix your car's air conditioner? We are a team of
ASE certified mechanics that have created this guide for you so you can understand how the
system works and what to Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Worried about
potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds
and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To
see how frequently Saturn VUE problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most
expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 59 repair trips. The
repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips
that include maintenance. Part was replaced. Also broke tire iron trying to change a flat tire,
rounded off a lug nut. Saturn replaced the switch but it still did not fix the problem. Turned out it
was a bad connector and I fixed it myself. Told to have dealer look at it right away. Problem
could not be replicated but was verified through OnStar analysis. Air Conditioner works fine
when I have some speed but in town very poor air. Suspect defective or pooly installed body
computer. Map light now works. Wiper assembly need to be replaced along with the motor for
the passenger side wiper. Left lane change signal switch will not consistently "make". Switch
will make if put in the lock position. Dealer said couldn't replicate. In other words "too busy
today for this come back again later". Second visit recertified condition. DRL would not work. A
new signal switch was installed by the dealer. Works Great now!!!! Heating element in left front
seat cushion replaced. Under warranty. Definitely need my bum-warmer in the winter. Brakes
seem not to release after extended use. Problem continued. We forced an investigation and they
fixed it on warranty. End of warranty, tires and brakes good- this car has been very good. Better
than my Honda Civic Seat belt sensor. Brights will not work. Diagnosed as a relay type part
behind the radio console. Too expensive to repair, could be that part or a short or something
else. Lights were disconnected by dealer. Reconnect fixed brights. It took 4 days for GM to
authorize this repair and another 4 days to get the parts. Dealer replaced shorted heating
element. Called dealer and made appointment for following Wed. Driving to work on Mon all
electrical systems shut down no power steering, etc Replaced switch. This hose was replaced 2
years ago. Key-fob was mal-functioning. Under warranty, new key fob programmed. Radio was
under new car warranty and replaced with a new unit. Presently air condition is working now.
Dealer 1 change battery but decline alternator module. Tried to shop around for parts for almost
a month, not avail aftermarket but available only to dealership because it is a hybrid bs.
Requires replacement of half of the seat and will run dollars for the part alone. Found leaking
hose, shop replaced, vacuumed system and recharged. Works like new again. See TrueDelta's
information for all Saturn models. Car started slowly when weather got cold, needed jump

starts. Rear wiper would not work. Heater leather seat on driver side stopped working. Air bag
warning light was on; passenger airbag would not energize according to indicator lights. Airbag
system warning light with back-up analysis by ON Star. Replaced body computer so dome light
would function. Car failed to start. Something like an inline fuse was replaced car would turn
over but would not start. Turn signal switch problem. Unresolved at this tim. Follow up to left
turn signal switch failure. A new turn signal switch was installed. Turn signal switch would not
cancel after turning left. Air was blowing warm and only cool while driving. Left turn signal
would not cancel. Drivers seat heater inoperable. Replace brake light switch. Heater control
switch started clicking very softly. Problem with harness affecting headlights. Earlier reported
repair of headlights was incorrect. Intermittent engine hiccups. Battery and check engine light
came on a Sat. Pump motor for windshield washer broken, needed replacement. Fully covered
under warranty. Rattle in front end, turn signal failed to operate because of faulty switch. An AC
hose leaked and they replaced the hose. Vehicle security sys. Two of the five push buttons on
radio did not program radio stations. They also fo. No charge coming from the alternator.
Passenger airbag seat sensor has failed causing airbag light to come on. Gonna look in a
junkyard. The fuel gauge was not working correctly as it would not register how much gas in
tank. I love this vue, but my only complaint has been the ac system.. I havent had time to look at
it until tonight. I pulled the cover and checked the cabin air filter first.. Re: saturn vue weird ac
problem. Which switch is operating backwards? And then there are the Fan speed switch with
Off - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4. Then the air temp switch which should be set maximum CCW far left. Last is the
air delivery switch - face, feet or both. By the way - Recirc should always be selected if outside
air temp is warm, and if Recirc is selected, the cabin air filter is not being used - its in play only
when using outside air Recirc off. I visit forum monthly, if at all. Feel free to send private
messages if you think I can help. Don't use visitor message as I never check those. Originally
Posted by far2grumpy. Originally Posted by metvelle. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find
More Posts by metvelle. Re: saturn vue weird ac problem Which switch is operating backwards?
Find More Posts by far2grumpy. Re: saturn vue weird ac problem Quote: Originally Posted by
far2grumpy Which switch is operating backwards? Re: saturn vue weird ac problem Quote:
Originally Posted by metvelle sorry it is the ac switch itself when the light is on the ac
compressor is off.. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Reliability indicates how models
have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in
the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available
to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Saturn Vue Change Vehicle. Fuel consumption is not impressive for a hybrid, and ungainly
handling, uncomfortable seats, below-par craftsmanship, and the lack of stability control also
detract from it. It is also front-wheel drive only. O
ford explorer fuel pump relay
volvo xc70 headlight assembly
schwinn electric scooter wiring diagram
verall Reliability. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine
Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System.
Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show
More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

